SLEEPDEPENDENT
MEMORY
INTEGRATION
By Matthew P. Walker
Substantive evidence supports a role for
sleep in the consolidation (solidification)
of newly acquired memories. However, as
critical as consolidation may be – an operation concerned with individual memory
items – the integration of new experiences
into pre-existing networks of knowledge
is equally, if not more, important. Here, I
champion the thesis that the end goal of
sleep, and especially REM-dreaming, is
not simply the strengthening of individual
memories across a single night, but instead,
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Figure 1. Sleep-dependent integration of human rela
tional memory.A) Delayed inference (associative) memory performance (% correct) in a relational memory task
following different offline delays;
B) A conceptual model
of the effects of sleep on memory integration. *p < 0.05;
error bars indicate s.e.m.

their integration into a common knowledge
schema across multiple nights (McClelland
et al., 1995; Walker, 2009).
For example, a recent study required
participants to initially learn five individual premises; the object memory pairs
(A>B, B>C, C>D, D>E, E>F) (Ellenbogen
et al., 2007). Unknown to subjects, the
pairs contained an embedded hierarchy
(A>B>C>D>E>F). Following a delay of
20min., 12 hours across the day or 12 hours
containing a night of sleep, knowledge
of this associative-hierarchy was tested
by examining relational judgments for
novel “inference” pairs, either separated
by 1-degree of associative distance (B>D,
C>E pairs), or by 2-degrees of associative
distance (B>E pair). Subjects tested soon
after learning in the 20 min. delay group
showed no evidence of inferential abil
ity, performing at chance levels (Figure 1).
In contrast, both 12 hour groups displayed
highly significant relational memory devel
opments. Most remarkable, however, if the
12 hour delay contained a night of sleep, a
25% advantage in relational memory was
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seen for the most distantly connected, nonobvious inferential judgment (B>E pair).
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